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Reconstructing The Planet
“The Power of the disciple of Synthesis is the Power of Divine Purpose synthesized with human
need.” Ashramic Projections P170

I

ndividuals who are consciously aware
We understand that the Planet is evolving
of the fact of the interrelated reality of
into a New Age. What is not so well
our multidimensional Cosmos are
recognized is that the creative impulses of
relatively free of the myopic one
this New Age are vastly different than
dimensional illusion of materialism. This
those from which the old world was
highly restrictive, one dimensional
created or fashioned. These new
assumption literally blinds most of our
frequencies are bringing enormous
brothers and sisters to the greater Reality
change into manifestation. The changes
and imprisons them in the Dimension of
are occurring now throughout the planet in
Effects. Thus, constantly dealing with
the invisible dimensions of thoughtforms
immediate effects, their “heads buried in
and emotions, and are manifesting in the
the sand”, they are
Dimension of Effects
basically
ignorant,
which we call the
even to the point of
“dense
physical
We see. We are in fact
denying the existence,
plane”.
immersed in the beauty and
of the occurring and
This is not anything
power of the Great
impending disasters
new to our planet. It is
Unfolding Plan.
which
confront
how the Plan unfolds
Humanity
on
this
or moves into form
planet
manifestation.
As
The point of view of an expanded,
examples of the kind of change
inclusive consciousness reveals the
engendered by the introduction of new
Whole picture. We see. We are in fact
frequencies to a system, we can site the
immersed in the beauty and power of the
disappearance of the dinosaurs, or the
Great Unfolding Plan. Simultaneously we
appearance of the Agnishvattas or the
are also acutely aware of the dangers
destruction of Old Atlantis. This kind of
inherent in the present chaotic and
change is what constitutes Evolution.
destructive conditions raging on the
Such changes have already occurred
Planet. We know that the situation is dire
within the context of the Future (a place in
and worsening. This item from a recent
consciousness, not in time), the higher
issue of the NYT is one of many possible
dimensions of the Plan. So, significant
examples. “The Republic of South Sudan
change in the old age Piscean system
is not even five years old, but already
(that is evolutionary development not
50,000 people have been killed in an
revolutionary or horizontal motions of
ethnically driven civil war.” NYT March 12,
forms), has been happening for some
2016
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hundreds of years and is only increasing in
power and speed.

dimensions that the actual war for the
future of the Planet is raging. It is the
results of this struggle that appear as the
effects that we see hourly in our media.

Evolutionary change means that entire old
age designed systems on the planet are
going to be reconstructed so that they
And it is on these two dimensions, the
vibrate in harmony with the frequencies of
emotional and mental, that we can best
this incoming tsunami of Light. And, it is
serve the Forces of Light in this crucial
precisely because of this FACT that we
struggle with the Forces of Retrogression
absolutely need to be
or the Dark Forces.
very concerned with
We are conscious of
Evolutionary change
the specters of human
being conscious. Many
means that entire old age
caused
climate
of us are relatively well
change,
starvation,
designed systems on the
trained in “meditation”
refugees,
huge
planet are going to be
or the processes which
political
upheavals,
reconstructed so that they
have been called Magic
and corruption in
but which are actually
vibrate
in
harmony
with
the
virtually every nation.
the
science
of
frequencies of this
We very much need
consciously
willful
incoming tsunami of Light.
to pay attention to
direction of energy into
these facts.
forms. That the Forces
Destruction is an
of Retrogression are
unavoidable aspect of reconstruction;
equally well trained in these processes is
true. The difference lies in the source of
however, the level of destruction depends
the motivation which directs the will.
very much on how well we, the souls who
incarnated at this time to serve in this
Realizing that all events are the results of
fashion, perform our given task of
consciously,
or
in
many
cases
salvation. If we play our part in the Plan of
unconsciously, driven thoughts we can
the Great Ones, we can help facilitate the
help to consciously create conditions and
unavoidable changes so that there is a
environments that greatly reduce anger,
flow
of
harmony
between
the
fear, and competition and introduce
reconstruction
and
the
necessary
cooperation and mutual respect.
destruction and clearing away of the debris
of the old forms with as little suffering and
The time we have to enable the incoming
pain as possible.
changes to move through the planet with a
minimum of destruction has grown very
It is the movement of these changes from
short. As Master D. K. pointed around
the higher dimensions of Idea and
August of 1946 “…certain plans which
Principle, where they are already facts,
were slated…to take place several
through our lower mental and emotional
centuries later than this but which—owing
planes into the manifestations of new
to the unexpected preparedness of
forms that presents us with the present
humanity—can
take
place,
not
opportunities. It is on these two lower
prematurely really, but securely and in the
2
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fullness of time; this fullness of time, as
regards the particular planning with which
we are dealing, is from now until the year
2025 A.D.—a brief period of time indeed in
which to see the consummation of the
larger purpose of the planetary Logos,
working through the three major centers
within His body of manifestation.”
Externalization of the Hierarchy P.562

overestimated. Our goal, as always in the
Three Linked Festivals, will be to bring the
synthesized efforts of all of the work done
throughout the planet in Aries and Taurus
through the pillars of Life and into Cancer,
the door into dense form, to “help
Humanity to build a lighted house and
therein dwell”.

As noted by Master D.K. “Work is done by
We are in the last decade of what D.K. has
action, not by talking” Discipleship in the
called “The Stage of the Forerunner” which
New Age 1 P.590. Out of ancient habit we
has been going on for more than 75
tend to think of “action” as the activities in
years.” 2025 is the end date. This date,
which we engage on the dense physical
which is the year that the
plane. We think of the 7th
Hierarchy
meets
in
Ray as a “grounding”
Using the science of energy
Conclave, will begin the
energy and we think of
attraction and direction, what
next 100-year cycle.
“grounding” as putting a
we call meditation, we
thing in some sort of
“ground” Ideas and
In the past 20 years or so,
dense form.
Principles in the matter of
we have been witnessing
the lower mental and
changes of a magnitude
This is all good, of course,
emotional
planes.
in
many
areas
of
but the real work is done
Planetary Life that we can
on the emotional and
hardly credit with reason.
mental planes. What we
Between now, 2016 and 2025, that
tend to forget is that from the standpoint of
process is going to accelerate also more
Fire or Energy, we live in the Cosmic
than we can imagine. But this is precisely
Physical Dimension. So “grounding” is
what occurs when, after several hundreds
very relative. Using the science of energy
of years of building, the critical mass for
attraction and direction, what we call
change is reached. If one can imagine the
meditation, we “ground” Ideas and
whole picture, and realize that in terms of
Principles in the matter of the lower mental
time 15 or 20 years is the blink of an eye,
and emotional planes.
the change is not unlike an atomic
Because energy follows thought, our
explosion.
concerns and our focused efforts need first
to be consciously, that is deliberately,
These changes, as noted above, are
already underway on the emotional and
“grounded”
in
these
dimensions.
Grounded there, they will unavoidably
mental planes. The inbreathing cycle for
this 2016-2017 round starts when the sun
manifest as effects in the lower three sub
planes or the dense physical. Further, the
moves into Aries on March 19. This
effects that this conscious grounding
inaugurates the 2016 Three Linked
generates will be in harmony with the
Festivals of Spring. The importance of our
specific evolutionary needs of the
work during these festivals cannot be
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environment in which they manifest. This
will happen as a result of these efforts
being sourced from Principle as compared
to an attempt to update the older outworn
effects which already carry the seeds of
their eventual failure. It is so, that no one
size fits all, and out of the pure energy of
the Idea, the heart/soul can fashion a
garment that will fit the specific need.

Projections P.174
However,
“reconstruction”, or the synthesizing
of polarities carried out on the mental
and emotional planes will result in
much more harmonious manifestations
and thus much less disruption and pain
on the dense physical.
Ashramic

Being very much human beings, we
understand the satisfaction and joy of
actually doing something like growing
flowers or vegetables and eating them or
working on building houses for the poor or
being a doctor and serving the sick. The
thousands of such tasks on the dense
physical plane are all good and needed,
and we do them with love and gusto.

It would be a helpful thing for groups of
conscious individuals living and working in
various areas of the Planet to create
multitudes of these kinds of conscious
energy attraction and direction groups
working on specific issues, systems or
areas of policy. The frequency of such
groups would guide the incoming energies
into effective upgrades, upgrades on the
Principle level that would result in actual
evolution.

However, also being very much souls, we
can if we are open to it experience the Joy
of working on the subtler planes as well.
There is something amazing that occurs
when a veil of darkness is dissipated and
Light pours through. There is a kind of
music that spontaneously seems to fill
space, and then there is the Fire of Joy.
Talk about strolling through a grove of
Giant Redwoods!

An Example of this kind of work is
appended to the end of this Thoughtline.
The general outline of this example will
work for any selected target.
Master R. has indicated that “Conflict in
the
extreme,
followed
by
quick
evolutionary
change
will
manifest
wherever the Synthesis energy is applied.”

Tom Carney
April, 2016
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Out Line for Capitol Cleaning Meditation
Visualize the group participants and then create a group heart by linking heart to heart
with the group participants.
Align with the Ashram (MM or a representative), Christ, Shamballa, Heart of the Sun,
Central Sun, Sirius or through the Ashram with the Christ, the Planetary Logos, and the
Avatar of Synthesis.
Invoke and stand receptive to the Synthesis energy flowing into and down this
alignment into the heart of the group.
With an act of the Pure Reasoning Will direct the Synthesis Energy of the group heart
through the Statue of Freedom* (A Woman) on the top of the US Capitol into the
Capitol building, through the dome of the Capitol.

Visualize the Light anchoring in the Capitol Rotunda spreading horizontally in a 360
degree wave that flashes throughout the building moving as Light through any presence
of darkness.

Focus again in the group heart and pulse a stream of the Synthesis Energy directly
down the same alignment. As the Light enters the Rotunda, see it split into two streams
one moving into the chamber of the House of Representatives (left) and the other into
US Senate (right).

Within each chamber, see this Light spontaneously form as a sustained, large spherical
Sun like field of energy radiating the entire chamber with the energy of Synthesis.
Fix the image in place with Word of Power, The Great Invocation. Know that this
Presence will remain radiating in the space.
This process can be done by anyone of the group at anytime. Thus, the group will
continue to energize this field every day at various times.
*The image of the Statue of Freedom, or “Freedom Triumphant in War and Peace”, the crown jewel
on top of the United States Capitol Building. The helmet design is basically an adapted Roman

military helmet, with stars across the brow, and an eagle and feathers on top in the umbrella or
mohawk style pictured.
What most people don’t know is that the helmet design was originally different, and in the 1850s
the man in charge of the design approval was none other than Jefferson Davis of Mississippi.
Davis would be the eventual president of the Confederacy during the Civil War. The original
design was plainly a Roman Liberty Cap, or Phrygian Cap. The Phrygian Cap is basically a symbol
of the pursuit of liberty and freedom, and one of slaves winning that pursuit in ancient Rome.
Now, it stands to reason that the eventual leader of the Confederacy would disapprove of such a
symbol on the top of the Capitol Dome, but what Jefferson Davis couldn’t predict was the
outcome of history.
The Statue of Freedom as you see it is a true symbol in American history of liberty. Most of the
Capitol and grounds were actually constructed by local slaves, as the appeal for laborers to the
task was largely unmet. The Statue itself was cast by a man named Clark Mills, whose right hand
man was a fellow named Philip Reid. Reid was himself a slave. And when the foreman of the
project went on strike demanding higher wages, it was Philip Reid who oversaw the assembling of
the statue. The important historical note here is that in 1862, Abraham Lincoln signed into law an
act called Compensated Emancipation, which freed all the slaves in the District of Columbia, Reid
included. Approximately 8 months later, Lincoln gave the now famous Emancipation
Proclamation, and in December of 1863 the Statue of Freedom was hoisted into place in front of
crowds of now free citizens. Following that the Union, or North, would eventually win the Civil War
and slavery would be abolished.
What does all this mean? It means a) the Statue of Freedom earned its name, and b) the Eagle
feather Mohawk/adapted military helmet is in fact, an American Liberty Cap.

